Connectivity Solutions

With over 150 network service providers available in our data centers worldwide, EdgeConneX helps you connect with the world’s leading network service providers to meet your most critical interconnection networking needs. Empower Your Edge.

Whether you are needing new network connectivity to a future Build-to-Suit data center or just growing your existing capacity at one of our Edge data centers, EdgeConneX helps deliver fast, reliable, cost-effective connectivity solutions with your customers, your partners, your business locations, and the cloud.

To achieve all of this, EdgeConneX brings many of the world’s largest, fastest networks into more than 50 data centers over 40 markets on four continents. Our combination of carrier networks, cloud on-ramps, SDN fabrics, and internet exchanges offer the right connectivity solutions to meet all your interconnection needs.

**Interconnection Options for all Networking Needs**

**Cross Connects**
- Highly competitive cross-connect pricing at $100 MRC per fiber connection
- Extensive physical infrastructure deployed ensuring scalable interconnection connectivity between any two deployments in our data center facilities
- All multi-building campuses fully interconnected offering simple connections options between deployments
- Online ordering portal enables cross connect requests to be submitted anytime, 24x7x365
- Easy on-demand access to cross connect inventory records for any reconciliation or review needs

**Virtual Connections**
- Virtual Cross Connects (VXCs) can be provisioned real-time, through an online portal, for on-demand management of your ever-changing network requirements
- Achieve the scalability your applications demand by increasing or decreasing network bandwidth at any time
- Enable multi-cloud connections to the leading public cloud providers, as well as VXCs to other service providers, partners, or suppliers in off-site data centers or cloud regions
- Software Defined Networking (SDN) partners including Megaport, Packet Fabric, Console Connect, DE-CIX, and more enable virtual connections locally or globally

**Cloud Interconnection**
- Direct on-site cloud access options to the world’s leading providers AWS, Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud, and Oracle Cloud
- Bypass public internet and establish dedicated private connections between your colocation deployment and the cloud
- Combination of native cloud onramps on site as well as access solutions through SDN providers like Megaport, Packet Fabric, and Console Connect
- Connectivity solutions to major cloud providers including AWS, Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud, Alibaba Cloud, IBM Cloud, Oracle Cloud, and more.
- Additional connectivity options to other major cloud providers

**Peering Exchanges**
- Internet Exchanges located within EdgeConneX enable localized multi-lateral peering to other IX participants on the platform
- Over 31 IXs are deployed within EdgeConneX, including DE-CIX, NWAX, Ninja-IX, PIT-Chile, NL-IX, MASS-IX, DET-IX, SLIX, EPIX, and more
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Contact us at info@edgeconnex.com for a complete list of network carrier partners by data center

EdgeConneX Data Centers®